
How Can You Make That Difference? 

CFM-24 

The Comfort Folding Monitor 
Picture this moment. Your talent is on stage in the middle of an 

amazing show. The crowd are having the night of their lives. Then, 

the unthinkable happens. 

Your big name artist suddenly freezes and is totally stuck for words. 

They're willing, their vocal chords are ready to spring into action. But 

nothing happens. They are stuck, frantically trying to remember the 

words. The embarrassment rises and their confidence fades. You're 

back stage unable to do anything to help. 

What does the talent do? Hope someone else shouts the words out 

for them? Hastily improvise? 

lt Doesn't Have To Look Like That. 

Now, picture the same stage, the same show. The same incredible 

crowd. The talent is relaxed, confident in the knowledge that they 

will deliver the entire show word-perfecUy. They're right there in that 

moment with the audience. Their comfort monitor is ready and 

waiting for them on cue. Everything feels amazing and they know 

that the show will flow with ease. 

All it takes is for the artist to take a quick glance at their monitors. Amongst them, a discrete teleprompter.video comfort monitor is cued up and keeps 

them on track. The audience have no idea that it's even !here. The artist doesn't have to worry about what happens if they freeze and become lost for 

words. lt's right there for them. 

Our comfort monitors have been designed specifically for artists performing on stage who want a covert, large screen lyric prompter in front of them. 

With the teleprompter.video range added to their set-up, they'II be free to enjoy their performance without having to worry about missing a beat. 

Why The >Teleprompter.video CFM-24? 

lf your artists are lucky enough never to forget their words, they'II be the envy of their peers. lf, on the other hand, they are like most performers and 

sometimes find their mind wondering whilst on stage, then the Apt-SM-V and CFM ranges will make a huge difference. Keeping your talent on track 

without missing a cue. 

Here are just some of the benefits of using our wedge teleprompter: 

The> Teleprompter.video CFM-24 folding range matchers the SM-V for quality with added versatility 

Adjustable from flat to 90° and 10° increments it is set to take both the touring and corpora te markets by storm. 

Both ranges work seamlessly with your favourite tele-prompting software. 

All > Teleprompter-videos are robust and made specifically with touring and the conference markets in mind. 

Best commercial display panels giving the product the best image and the best reliability. 

Commercial and robust touring grade connections and interface. 

Truss mountable for even more flexible usage . 
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Maximum Resolution 

Aspect Ratio 

Screen Size 

Response Time 

Colour Support 

Brightness 

Viewing Angles 

Connectors 

Power 

Size Flat (HWD) 

Slze open 90
° 

(HWD) 

Weight 

Construction 

Tilt Angle 

Mounting points 

Finish 

Screen Protection 

(Full HD) 1920.1080 @75Hz 

16:9 

24" 

1ms 

16.7 Million 

250cb/m2 

150
° 

Horizontal 150
° 

Vertical 

1x BNC (SDI input) 

1 x BNC (SDI Loop output) 

1x HDMI 

PowerCON True Top (input & output) 

1 00v - 260v AC 50-60Hz 1 A 

1A total run (16A link on PowerCON True Top) 

115 x 649 x 374mm 

413 x 649 x 374mm 

12Kg 

15mm Birch Plywood 

0 to 90
° 

with 1 o· increments 

4x M10 on base plate 

Hard wearing black stain and pro paint (custom colour are available) 

4x Rubber feet on base plate 

4x Cutout handles on base plate 

4mm Clear acrylic screen protector 
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Trade Descriptions Act 

Due to Ap' GB po cy o' coritir1.. g :nprover,ert we •eserve the ght to alter tre spe r.catio:, w• 01.. p o notice 
Every Apt-GB p oduct 1s bt: lt to e h gnest marufactun19 standards and rgorous y testea to em:Jre that Il rreets the perfornance 
crrte a spec fied r e des gn 
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